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Abstract

Data mining and data warehousing are two key technologies which have made significant contributions to the field of knowledge discovery in a variety of domains. More recently, the integrated use of traditional data mining techniques such as clustering and pattern recognition with data warehousing technique of Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) have motivated diverse research areas for leveraging knowledge discovery from complex real-world datasets. Recently, a number of such integrated methodologies have been proposed to extract knowledge from datasets but most of these methodologies lack automated and generic methods for schema generation and knowledge extraction. Mostly data analysts need to rely on domain specific knowledge and have to cope with technological constraints in order to discover knowledge from high dimensional datasets. In this paper we present a generic methodology which incorporates semi-automated knowledge extraction methods to provide data-driven assistance towards knowledge discovery. In particular, we provide a method for constructing a binary tree of hierarchical clusters and annotate each node in the tree with significant numeric variables. Additionally, we propose automated methods to rank nominal variables and to generate candidate multidimensional schema with highly significant dimensions. We have performed three case studies on three real-world datasets taken from the UCI machine learning repository in order to validate the generality and applicability of our proposed methodology.
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1 Introduction

Knowledge discovery from data is the result of an exploratory process involving the application of various algorithmic procedures for manipulating data (Bernstein et al., 2005). Data mining and warehousing are two key technologies for discovering knowledge from large datasets. Data mining permits targeted mining of large datasets in order to discover hidden trends, patterns and rules while data warehousing facilitates the interactive exploration and multidimensional analysis of summarized data. These two technologies are mature in their own right and have essentially the same set of objectives but little research has been carried out to seamlessly integrate the two. This is a challenging task as the techniques employed in each of the technologies are different.

In the past several years, a wide range of data mining techniques have made significant contributions to the field of knowledge discovery in a number of domains. In the banking sector, these techniques are used for loan payment prediction, customer credit policy analysis, classification of customers for targeted marketing, and the detection of money laundering schemes and other financial crimes. Similarly, in the retail industry, such techniques are used in the analysis of product sales and customer retention. In the telecommunication industry these techniques help in identifying and comparing data traffic, system workload, resource usage, profit and fraudulent pattern analysis (Han and Kamber, 2006).

Similarly, data warehousing has contributed extensively as a key technology for complex data analysis, decision support and automatic extraction of knowledge from huge data repositories (Nguyen et al., 2005). It provides analysts with a competitive advantage by providing relevant information to enhance strategic decision making. Moreover, warehousing has reduced costs by tracking trends, patterns, and exceptions over long periods in a consistent and reliable manner. Due to sophisticated analytical powers, these warehouse systems are being used broadly in many sectors such as financial services, consumer goods and retail, manufacturing, education, medical, media, and telecommunication.

The integrated use of data mining and warehousing techniques has been observed recently. A number of proposals (Fabris and Freitas, 2001, Goil and Choudhary, 2001, Messaoud et al., 2006, Missaoui et al., 2007, Pardillo et al., 2008, Usman and Asghar, 2011) emphasized the benefits of integrating these technologies and motivated diverse research directions in the area of knowledge discovery. However, it is a daunting task for data warehouse developers to integrate the outcomes of data mining techniques with data warehouse to perform analytical operations.

Data mining results need to be modelled in the form of a multidimensional schema to support interactive queries for the exploration of data. Multi-dimensional modelling is complex and requires extensive domain knowledge along with a familiarity with the data warehouse technologies.
Additionally, its techniques require multiple manual actions to discover measures and relevant dimensions from the dataset, creating a bottleneck in the knowledge discovery process. Even if the human data warehouse designer tries to resolve these problems, an incorrect design can still be generated if he/she doesn’t understand the underlying relationships among the data items. In data warehouses, the choice of the dimensions and measures heavily influences the data warehouse effectiveness (Pighin and Ieronutti, 2008).

In prior research (Usman and Pears, 2010, Usman and Pears, 2011, Usman et al., 2011) methodologies have been developed in which the clustering and visualization techniques of data mining are integrated with the well-known multidimensional design technique of data warehouse. This methodology constructs a renowned STARS schema through the use of hierarchical clustering and enhances the schema design by using the famous visualization technique known as multi-dimensional scaling. However, the design and implementation of generic methods is required for the process of knowledge discovery from this generated multidimensional schema. Moreover, the previously developed methodologies have two major limitations. Firstly, the methodologies need key extension for extracting more complex knowledge from the multidimensional schema. Secondly, it lacks automated support for data warehouse designers to identify more informative dimensions from high dimensional data to generate compact and informative schema for targeted knowledge discovery. This motivated us to formulate a generic methodology to provide data-driven assistance to a wide spectrum of users especially in those domains where very limited domain knowledge exists.

In this paper we make the following contributions in the field of integrating data mining with data warehousing. Firstly, we present a generic methodology for the generation of multidimensional schema by combining the benefits of hierarchical clustering and multi-dimensional scaling techniques of data mining discipline. Secondly, we provide an algorithm for constructing a binary tree from hierarchical clustering results (dendrogram). Thirdly, we identify the significant numeric variables that define the split of a cluster in the binary tree and rank them in order of significance. Fourthly, we rank nominal variables in each cluster by performing comparative analysis of similar variables distributed in neighbouring clusters (parent & sibling). Fifthly, we provide an algorithm to construct candidate schema with highly ranked dimensions (nominal variables) and measures (numeric variables). Finally, we highlight the significant interrelationships between the highly significant dimensions and measures present in the generated schema to be explored in an OLAP manner.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we look at the previous work in the area of integrating data mining with warehousing. In section 3, we give an overview of the proposed methodology while section 4 presents the implementation details. The methodological steps are explained through an example in section 5. Our case study results are discussed in section 6. Section 7 gives a general comparison of proposed work with existing manual data analysis. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 8 with a summary of achievements and discussion of possible future research directions.

2 Related Work
In the last decade, many researchers have recognized the need for the integration of data mining with data warehousing (Kamber et al., 1997, Missaoui et al., 2007, Zubcoff et al., 2007, Goil and Choudhary, 2001). For instance, (Goil and Choudhary, 1997) identified that the decision making process requires complex operations on underlying data which can be very expensive in terms of computational time. They proposed an algorithm for the construction of data cubes on distributed memory parallel computers. In their approach they integrated OLAP and the Attribute Focusing (AF) technique, which relies on exploration and interpretation of attributes, of data mining. AF calculates associations between attributes using the notion of percentages and sub-populations. This integration allows interesting pattern mining on distributed data cubes.

A similar framework was proposed by the same authors that used the summary information present in the data cubes for association rule mining and decision tree classification (Goil and Choudhary, 1999). Data mining uses some pre-aggregating calculations to compute the probabilities needed for calculating support and confidence measures for association rules and the split point evaluation while building a classification tree (Goil and Choudhary, 2001). A limitation of these approaches is that they focused only on improving the OLAP query processing time by constructing the distributed data cubes. However, these distributed data cubes are unable to provide any automated assistance on which dimension and measures of the cubes should be explored in a high dimensional space for focused knowledge discovery.

Similarly, another system that implements a wide spectrum of data mining functions (association rule mining, clustering, etc.) called DBMiner has been proposed to support multiple mining functions (Han, 1998). The work focused on the efficiency and scalability of the data mining algorithms with the help of exploratory analysis provided by OLAP systems. The author emphasized that data mining should be performed interactively like an OLAP analysis and at different levels of data abstraction. This work has an obvious advantage of supporting multiple data mining functions. However, the author proposed mining to be applied on the pre-aggregated data cube, which fails to provide any assistance to the human data warehouse developers to build an appropriate schema in the first instance on which mining techniques can be applied later. Furthermore, the proposed system requires the analyst to possess knowledge of both data characteristics and the roles of data mining functions to select an appropriate mining algorithm. Analysts in various domains lack complete knowledge about the data and mining algorithms. It makes the application of such a proposal very difficult and identifies the need for an approach that can assist such analysts in the meaningful knowledge discovery. Similar to (Han, 1998), (Liu and Guo, 2001) put forward
a new architecture for integrating data mining with OLAP. Yet again, the proposed architecture supported mining on the pre-aggregated data cubes built on top of manually constructed schema. However, the authors supported the idea of mining at different stages of the knowledge discovery process and at multiple levels of data abstraction. This approach is similar to our approach in terms of mining at multiple levels of data abstraction as we also produce hierarchical clusters at multiple levels of data abstraction for analysing information at multiple levels. However, the difference is that we not only apply mining at multiple levels of data abstraction but also provide a set of significant numeric and nominal variables and the strong relationships that exist between the two.

More recently, (Usman et al., 2010) proposed an enhanced architecture for combining mining and warehousing to provide OLAP performance enhancement and visualization improvement. However, the analyst relies on a few levels of data abstraction and manual discovery of useful data chunks provided by the neural network technique with no way of interactively exploring the original data variables of a particular cluster in order to extract useful knowledge. Each cluster and the cluster hierarchy were assumed to be the navigational space for cube data exploration. That limited search space and limited navigation was not adequate for meaningful knowledge discovery form large data cubes. These limitations led to the work done by (Usman and Pears, 2010) to enhance the previous methodology by providing support for complex data containing a mix of numeric and nominal variables. Moreover, authors utilized visualization technique to identify the hidden relations present in the high cardinality nominal variables. Yet, the work was limited by its generic methods for constructing the binary tree from the clustering results and the method for automatic generation of schema for a given dataset. Additionally, the authors assumed that all the nominal variables in the dataset were candidates for dimensional variables. This proves to be very unrealistic as real-world datasets consist of a large number of nominal variables and all of these nominal variables cannot be taken as dimensions. There is a need to identify the highly informative dimensions and eliminating the least informative ones to form compact data cubes at multiple levels of data abstraction. Also, a large number of dimensions increase the cube construction time as many views need to be materialized. In this paper, we overcome these limitations and provide methods to identify and rank dimensions in order of significance to prune the search space and assist users in targeted discovery.

It is apparent that most of related work in this area is towards the application of data mining techniques on the top of a manually constructed schema or data cube. Little research has been carried out in exploiting data mining techniques to generate multidimensional schema. Multidimensional modelling is a complex task and we believe that mining techniques can not only assist in schema design process, but can also improve the knowledge discovery process. Moreover, the related work has a number of limitations and there is a strong need for tight coupling of the two disciplines by providing some generic methods to automate the knowledge discovery process, making it more data driven.

3 Overview of Proposed Methodology

In this section, we give an overview of our proposed methodology for the seamless integration of data mining and data warehousing. A critical question in the design of such an integrated methodology is how to integrate or couple the mining techniques within a data warehousing environment? According to (Han and Kamber, 2006) the possible integration schemes include no coupling, loose coupling, semi tight coupling and tight coupling. Tight coupling means that data mining system is smoothly (seamlessly) integrated into the data warehouse system. Such smooth integration is highly desirable because it facilitates efficient implementation of data mining algorithms, high system performance and an integrated knowledge discovery environment.

However, implementation of such a system is a hard task as the techniques employed by each discipline are substantially different from each other. Multidimensional modelling is a challenging task requiring domain knowledge, solid warehouse modelling expertise and deep understanding of data structure and variables (Han and Kamber, 2006). In a real world scenario, data warehouse designers possess the modelling expertise but lack the domain knowledge and thorough understanding of semantic relationships among data variables, which can lead to a poor warehouse design that can dramatically affect the knowledge discovery process. Data mining techniques such as clustering and pattern visualization can assist in understanding and visualizing the complex data structures. A methodology for such data driven multidimensional modelling is required to support both the human warehouse designers and the decision makers to extract useful knowledge from the data.

The aim of our proposed methodology is tight coupling of the two technologies. We employ a hierarchical clustering technique along with the well-known parallel coordinate technique (Rosario et al., 2004) to assist the analysts and designers in finding natural groupings in the data. In the absence of explicit domain expert input we rely on the strengths of hidden relationships and groupings among the variables in a given dataset. Figure 1 depicts the main steps of the proposed methodology. We provide an overview of each step in this section and the details of the tools and methods involved in each step are explained in the section 4.

Figure 1: Proposed methodological steps for knowledge extraction
The first step is to apply agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm on the data to generate hierarchical clusters based on a similarity measure. For the purpose of generating clusters, we use only the numeric variables in order to get optimal clustering results, as clustering algorithms perform well on numeric data. In the second step, we generate the binary tree from the hierarchical dendrogram (tree) and efficiently determine the cut-off point in the tree. By efficiently determining the cut-off point we can limit the number of clusters produced by the mining algorithm for analysis and highlight the significant variables in each cluster which define the split of a particular cluster and name each cluster according to its data abstraction level in the binary tree.

For instance, we name the cluster at the first level as C1 and C2. Each cluster represents a parent child relationship in the decision tree, so C1 becomes the parent of C11 and C12 at second level in the hierarchy. In our methodology, we intend to compare the similarities and differences among parent, child and sibling (e.g. C1, C11 and C12) relationships. We take out nominal data from each cluster that did not play any part in the clustering process. In the third step, the effective visualization technique known as Distance-Quantification-Classing (DQC) proposed by (Rosario et al., 2004) for nominal variables is applied on extracted nominal data. This technique maps nominal values to numbers in a manner that conveys semantic relationships by assigning order and spacing among the values, helping in the visualization of the natural grouping among the data values in each nominal variable.

In the fourth step, we construct an information table for each nominal variable present in a cluster by comparing it with its values in neighbouring clusters (parent and sibling). For instance, C11 is compared with its parent (C1) and sibling (C12). We have developed a generic method that calculates the amount of change occurred in each nominal variable at various level of data abstraction and rank the variables based on the calculated value of change from higher to lower. Higher calculated change suggests more degree of variation in a given variable and thus it becomes the potential dimension for multidimensional schema. This highest degree of variation highlights the fact that a given nominal variable has highly significant characteristics as compared to its neighbouring clusters. Therefore, it should be taken as the most informative dimension to explore the numeric variables to discover hidden relationships among numeric and nominal variables.

Such variables with highly significant differences explain the hidden relations between the numeric and nominal variables. In the fifth step, we use the outcome of the visualization technique and comparative information tables to construct the multidimensional schema. The groupings present in ranked dimension in the previous helps in formulating the dimensional hierarchy. Finally, a set of generic SQL queries create dimension and fact tables and populate the tables of the multidimensional schema.

In the sixth step, we construct the data cube using the generated schema using automated queries. The final step of the methodology utilizes the data cube by employing the OLAP visualization technique. Users can visually explore the targeted cube structure to extract useful information and knowledge from the underlying data cube built upon multidimensional schema.

4 Integration Tools and Methods
In this section we present the details of the tools and methods involved in the methodology for the seamless integration.

4.1 Hierarchical Clustering of numeric variables
For the purpose of the hierarchical clustering of numeric data we have employed the Hierarchical Clustering Explorer (HCE) tool (Seo and Shneiderman, 2006) as it allows interactive analysis of multidimensional data and helps in identifying the natural number of clusters with interactive visual feedback and dynamic mining query controls. It supports various clustering parameters such as linkage methods (single, average or complete), clustering directions and similarity/distance measure. We use the most commonly used distance measure known as Euclidean distance and complete linkage method in our cluster analysis step.

4.2 Generate Binary Tree from Cluster Hierarchy
In this step, we generate a binary tree to a suitable data abstraction level. This is an important step because the clustering algorithm starts from the leaf nodes, which are the data points, and merges the nodes based on distance measure, creating a single cluster. In large data sets this approach can produce a huge number of clusters and it is not feasible to analyse the clusters which have very few records or no significant information available for extraction. It is a crucial stage of the methodology to determine the data abstraction level in the cluster hierarchy, which can give the analyst a meaningful picture of the overall data distribution. This leads to a sub step 2.1, determining the cut-off point.

4.2.1 Determining cut-off point in cluster hierarchy
Various ways to determine a suitable cut-off point of the hierarchical tree (dendrogram) have been proposed in the literature. (Basak and Krishnapuram, 2005) have used a lower bound on the minimum number of data points in a cluster as the stopping criterion. However, they suggested the depth of the decision can also be used in combination with the minimum number of data points. In the Biofuel industry (Riviére and Marlair, 2010) relied on cutting the tree at various levels and finally decided (based on domain expertise) the cut-off point where the clustering was more understandable. A more appropriate and flexible approach is adopted by (Seo and Gordish-Dressman, 2007) using the HCE tool built in controls of the minimum similarity bar and detailed cut-off bar. The minimum similarity bar helps users find the right number of clusters and the detail cut-off bar helps users control the level of detail by rendering the sub clusters below the bar with their averages.

In the proposed methodology we retain the flexibility of choosing the specific number of clusters supported by
the HCE tool; however, users often do not have a clear idea how many clusters will be adequate for the analysis. To tackle this problem we use the linkage inconsistency coefficient threshold, which is defined as the length of a link in a cluster hierarchy minus the average length of all links divided by the standard deviation of all links (Cordes et al., 2002), to find the natural cluster division in the dataset. If the length of the link in dendrogram has approximately the same length as neighbouring links then the objects have similar features (high consistency) and vice versa. We calculate this threshold by using the MATLAB inconsistent function that returns data about the links and returns an inconsistency coefficient value. This calculated threshold value helps in determining the suitable cut-off point for a given dataset.

4.2.2 Cluster Naming, Significant Splitting Variable Identification and Data Extraction

After determining the suitable threshold value for the cut-off point the next task is to name the cluster in a logical and meaningful way. Cluster naming helps identify the data group that needs further exploration. As all the numeric variables are used in the clustering process, it is vital to identify the significant variables in a given cluster say C1. These significant numeric variables define the splitting of a cluster into two sub-clusters, for instance, C1 and C12, and assist in picking the suitable measures or facts for the multidimensional model to be built. For this purpose, we perform a statistical function called the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and sort the variables based on their variance value. We construct the binary tree showing the cluster names and significant variables in each cluster. However, the high dimensionality of the data sets still hinders users from finding interesting patterns and outliers. One reason for this is the presence of nominal variables in each cluster which are not involved in the clustering process. In order to hide hidden relationships among nominal and numeric data, we extract the nominal data from each cluster and store it in temporary files to be used later. Algorithm 1 elaborates the steps involved in generating a binary tree.

4.3 Perform Multidimensional Scaling on Nominal Variables

After retrieving the nominal data, we apply the DQC technique to efficiently map the nominal values into numbers. This technique is implemented in a java based program developed by (Rosario et al., 2004). The program maps the nominal values efficiently to numbers so that the semantic relationships among the values can be easily visualized. Two output files are created by the program, one holding the mapped values and the other an xml file for meta-data. The purpose of this implementation is the visualization of nominal values using a well-known visualization technique called parallel coordinate. The major drawback of this parallel coordinate technique is that it is only suitable when there is small number of nominal variables. Visualization of more than 10 nominal variables becomes very unclear using parallel coordinate display.

Moreover, this technique fails when there are a large number of instances in a single nominal variable. For instance, Country is a nominal variable which usually have more than 40 distinct values (country names). Such variables are difficult to visualize using parallel coordinates as most of the values overlap each other. This motivated us to find a solution for extracting the groupings produced by this visualization technique. In our investigation, we identified that the output xml file produced by the Java based tool holds the structure of all the nominal variables and their instances. This led to the development of our own prototype that reads this output xml file and groups the values based on automatically calculated thresholds for each nominal variable. In addition to this, the developed prototype also allows comparative analysis of a given cluster with neighbouring clusters. However, our prototype is flexible enough to allow comparison of a given cluster with any other cluster present in the hierarchical tree. Algorithm 2 illustrates the steps involved in our developed prototype for finding natural groupings in nominal variables.
Algorithm 2.1 describes the steps for comparative analysis (Parent-Sibling) of selected clusters. Moreover, Algorithm 2.1 highlights the similarities and differences among the dimensions in different clusters. The outcomes of cluster comparison steps are fed into our next step for the generation of rich information tables for each cluster in the tree.

Figure 4: Algorithmic steps of comparative analysis of clusters

4.4 Create Comparative Information Tables for Each Nominal Variable

This step consists of two main tasks. First, providing a method for calculating the variable change at multiple levels of data abstraction and second, ranking the variables to highlight the potential dimensions for the multidimensional schema. Table 1 shows the generic structure of the information that is provided for each dimension in a given cluster, for instance cluster C1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Parent comparison</th>
<th>Sibling comparison</th>
<th>Calculated change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dim1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>V1…Vn</td>
<td>Par(Dim1)</td>
<td>Sib(Dim1)</td>
<td>Count (Pdv + Pdg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>V1…Vn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Count (Sdv + Sdg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>= Dim1AC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We explain the notations used in each column of Table 1. In the first column the name of a dimension is displayed. Each cluster consists of a set of dimension say Dim1, Dim2, …, Dimn where n is the total number of dimensions.

The second column shows the natural groups present in the first dimension (Dim1). The groups in a dimension can vary from 1 to n number of groups. We name the groups in ascending order starting from Group1 (G1), Group2 (G2) and so on. The third column shows the values which are grouped together using the procedure shown in Algorithm 2.

Similarly, every group has n number of values /V1, V2, …, Vn/ in it. The forth column is the calculation column that calculates the change of a given dimension in a cluster with its corresponding dimension in the parent, with two sets of comparisons performed in this column. First we perform a value comparison. Each group of selected cluster dimension is compared with its corresponding group in the parent cluster. For instance, Group1 of C11 is compared with Group1 of C1 for a particular dimension Dim1. The resultant is a set of distinct values present in the parent dimension but that are not present in Dim1. This is achieved by applying the minus operator and the result is stored in the Pdv variable. Secondly, we compare the groups of the Dim1 with the groups of its parent (Par(Dim1)). We calculate the group change in another variable called Pdg. In the fifth column the same set of comparisons are performed with the sibling dimension, (Sib(Dim1)). In the last column, we count the parent change (Pdv + Pdg) and sibling change (Sdv + Sdg) and store the result of accumulated change in the Dim1AC variable. This accumulated change is calculated for each dimension Dim1 to Dimn and the dimensions are ranked on the basis of this calculated value. The dimension that possesses higher accumulated changed is ranked higher and vice versa. The generic method of calculation is applied to all the dimensions present in a cluster to get the accumulated dimensional change represented by equation 1.

\[ ADC = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \{Dim(i) \cdot AC\} \]  

This helps in presenting the overall change present in a cluster as compared to its neighbouring clusters. The formula for calculating overall cluster change is represented in equation 2.

\[ OCC = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \{ADC + SA\} \]  

here SA represents the count of significant variables present in a cluster as a result of performing the ANOVA function described in step 2.2 of the proposed methodology. Figure 5 depicts an example of information provided to the user after the comparison with its neighbouring clusters.

4.5 Generate a Candidate Multidimensional Schema

For the generation of schema, we have developed a generic method that constructs the STAR schema in
Microsoft SQL Server 2005 database. The steps are presented in Algorithm 3. Figure 7 depicts the script that is used by the schema generator to create a dimension table in the database server. Each dimension consists of a group level and an individual value level and defines the concept hierarchy of the generated dimensions for the dimensional data navigation. Figure 8 represents the structure of the fact table creation script. First, it creates the fact table ID followed by selected dimension IDs. In the end, it applies primary key and foreign key constraints on the dimensions.

After creating the fact table, the script in Figure 9 is used to insert (populate) data in it. It selects the dimension IDs from the dimension table and the measures or facts in the given cluster Ck where the names in source data cluster Ck are equivalent to the distinct names in the dimensional table. These scripts create a complete multidimensional model in the database server for the use of cube construction.

In this step, we use Microsoft Analysis services 2005 software to construct the cube from the automatically generated multidimensional schema. We use MOLAP because this storage type maps a multidimensional view directly to the data cube array structure. This gives the advantage of fast indexing of pre-computed summarized data. The proposed methodology allows construction of data cubes containing highly informative dimensions and measures present in each cluster and eliminate the lowly ranked (less informative) dimensions. It efficiently narrows down the cube search space and improves cube construction time as fewer views remain for cube materialization.

In the final step of the methodology, we have developed an application for the front-end OLAP analysis by using the OLAP Services Control developed by Dundas Data Visualization, Incorporation. The application connects with the Cube server and shows the data cubes for performing OLAP operations such as drill-down, roll-up, slice and dice. Analysts can interactively and visually explore the data cube which has the most significant dimensions and measures of a given cluster. These most significant dimensions assist the users to quickly identify the hidden relationships between the highly informative dimensions and thus lead the analyst to extract knowledge from a constrained yet informative search space.

In this section, we discuss an example to illustrate the steps of our proposed methodology. We use an Automobile dataset which has 205 records and 26 variables. This data set consists of three types of entities: (a) the specification of an auto in terms of various characteristics, (b) its assigned insurance risk rating, (c) its normalized losses in use as compared to other cars. The second rating corresponds to the degree to which the auto is more risky than its price indicates. Cars are initially assigned a risk factor symbol associated with its price. Then, if it is more risky (or less), this symbol is adjusted by moving it up (or down) the scale. This process is called "symboling". A value of +3 indicates that the auto is risky, -3 that it is probably pretty safe. A full description of all the variables of this dataset can be found at the UCI machine learning website (Asuncion and Newman, 2010). For the first step, we use the 16
numeric variables present in the dataset to perform hierarchical clustering.

From this dendrogram we determine the suitable cut-off point and generate the binary tree using Algorithm 1, which helps the analyst to pick the cluster of his choice for further analysis. At this stage, we provide the significant numeric variables present in each cluster of the tree. Figure 10 depicts the binary tree generated for the automobile dataset. Each cluster is given a unique name and the significant variables are shown in the surrounding of the cluster. The next step of the methodology is the application of Distance-Quantification-Classing (DQC) technique in order to identify semantic relationships among high cardinal nominal variables.

![Figure 10: Binary tree for generated from the dendrogram showing significant numeric variables](Image)

Our developed prototype takes clusters nominal data as input to show the groupings for each nominal variable. Figure 11 shows the groupings of the Make variable in Cluster C12 using our developed prototype.

![Figure 11: View of the groupings achieved for Cluster C12 through the developed prototype](Image)

It can be seen that Cluster C12 has two groups and the automobiles that have a strong association in the underlying cluster records are grouped together. For instance, BMW, Volvo, Porsche, Mercedes-Benz and Jaguar are closer to each other. On the other hand, Peugeot is a local outlier because no other automobile has similar variables. At this stage, the analyst can identify the strong relationships as well as the anomalies present in each nominal variable in a given cluster. Using Algorithm 3, we generate the multidimensional schema and construct data cubes, allowing various analytical operations and giving the analyst a targeted multidimensional space for meaningful exploration for discovering knowledge using OLAP operations.

6 Real-world Case Studies (Results and Discussion)

In this section, we discuss the results of the case studies which have been performed on real-world datasets namely Automobile (Schlimmer, 1985), Statlog German Credit data (Hofmann, 1994) and Adult (Kohavi and Becker, 1996) datasets taken from the UCI machine learning repository. In Table 2, we give the summary of the variables present in these three datasets. Further detailed descriptions of each dataset can be obtained from UCI’s machine learning website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Variable types</th>
<th>No. of attributes</th>
<th>Nominal attributes</th>
<th>Numeric attributes</th>
<th>No. of records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automobile</td>
<td>numeric, nominal</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German Credit data</td>
<td>numeric, nominal</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>numeric, nominal</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>48842</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 2: Summary of datasets used for case studies](Image)

For our three case studies we first performed hierarchical clustering on numeric variables to get a hierarchy of clusters in the form of a dendrogram. For the adult dataset we removed the records having missing values and used 30162 (61%) records for hierarchical clustering. As clustering results tend to be better with numeric variables, all numeric variables were involved in the clustering process. Other clustering parameters used in this step are explained above in section 4. However, agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm only works well for small datasets. It took 329 seconds for the HCE tool to produce a dendrogram for the Adult dataset on a machine with 2 GHz processor and 4 GB of RAM.

A suitable cut-off point in the dendrogram was calculated for each of the datasets using the inconsistency function. This calculation helped in setting up the detailed cut-off bar and suggested the number of levels of data abstraction that should be adequate for extracting knowledge from a given dataset. In Table 3, we highlight the calculated similarity value (cut-off point), the number of levels and number of clusters at the bottom level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Calculated Similarity value for cut-off point</th>
<th>Total levels of data abstraction for analysis</th>
<th>No of clusters at lowest data abstraction level</th>
<th>Total Clusters sufficient for overall analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automobile</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German Credit data</td>
<td>0.557</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>0.623</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 3: Calculated cut-off points and cluster information at lowest data abstraction](Image)
It can be seen from Table 3 that regardless of the size of dataset the hierarchical clustering tree can be efficiently cut at approximately 0.60 similarity measures. However, the levels of data abstraction and the number of clusters are directly proportional to the size of the datasets. After calculating the cut-off point and determining the number of clusters, we extract data from the clusters and apply ANOVA function and find the significant variables in each cluster that define a split. These significant numeric variables are ranked at this stage of the methodology for each cluster and become the possible measures in a ranked order for a given cluster in the hierarchy. The significant variables found for the datasets are shown in Table 4. Due to limited space, we only show the top 3 significant variables of 10 distinct clusters from each dataset. It can be seen from the results in Table 4 that the Automobile dataset each cluster has its own significant variables. However, in a particular section of the tree (or subset of the tree) \( \{C1, C11, C12, C111 & C112\} \) the important measures are symbolicing, normalized losses (nor-losses) and height.

### Table 4: Significant variables present in each cluster of the three datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Names</th>
<th>Automobile</th>
<th>German credit data</th>
<th>Adult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Symboling, nor-loss, height</td>
<td>Residence, credits, Maint-gpr</td>
<td>Final-avg, Cap-gal, Cap-loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11</td>
<td>Symboling, nor-loss, height</td>
<td>Residence, Installment, age</td>
<td>Final-avg, Cap-gal, Cap-loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12</td>
<td>Comp-ratio, price</td>
<td>Maint-gpr, Credits, installation</td>
<td>Final-avg, 1hr per week, Ed-no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C111</td>
<td>Height, stroke, peak-rpm</td>
<td>Installment, residence, age</td>
<td>Final-avg, Cap-gal, Cap-loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C112</td>
<td>Symboling, peak-rpm, height</td>
<td>Maint-gpr, residence, amount</td>
<td>Final-avg, Cap-gal, Cap-loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Comp-ratio, peak-rpm</td>
<td>Months, amount, age</td>
<td>Final-avg, Cap-gal, Cap-loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C21</td>
<td>Height, peak-rpm, chy-mgr</td>
<td>Amount, age, residence</td>
<td>Final-avg, Cap-gal, Cap-loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C22</td>
<td>Nor-losses, symboling, High-gpr</td>
<td>Age, Maint-gpr, Age</td>
<td>Final-avg, Cap-gal, Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C211</td>
<td>Height, peak-rpm, nor-losses</td>
<td>Residence, amount, months</td>
<td>Final-avg, Cap-gal, Cap-loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C212</td>
<td>Width, height, stroke</td>
<td>Age, amount, residence</td>
<td>Final-avg, Cap-gal, Cap-loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The third dataset yields the most interesting set of variables from all the clusters. Final Weight (Final-vgt) is the weight assigned to people taking into account the (age, sex and race) variables. This assigned weight is leading in all clusters. However, there are a few obvious distinctions in cluster C22 and C12. These clusters can be of focus if (hours per week or Age) variable related data needs to be explored. Up to this point, our methodology targeted only numeric variables but in real world datasets there are a number of highly cardinal nominal variables exist. Mix of numeric and nominal variables require efficient analysis in order to discover knowledge from these complex real-world datasets with mixed variables.

The prevalent mining technique used for the efficient analysis of mixed data is Clustering. A number of authors (Li and Biswas, 2002, Ahmad and Dey, 2007) have adopted this technique and a variety of algorithms are proposed to tackle the mixed data analysis problem. Hierarchical Clustering, in particular, has shown good results in this area. We also have adopted hierarchical clustering technique for efficient analysis of numeric data. However, we use the visualization technique along with our own information processing method (details given in step 3; section 4). We extract the nominal data from each of the clusters in the tree and apply the visualization technique (DQC) on the nominal variables. After, identifying the groupings in each nominal variable we proceed to construct the rich information tables for the dimension in a cluster. Table 5, shows the information table data produced for the top dimension of Automobile dataset. Similarly, the dimensional change value is calculated for the given cluster with respect to its neighbouring clusters to provide detailed information about the nominal variables and the distribution among a specific region in the hierarchical tree. Up to this step, the proposed methodology has identified and ranked the possible measures (significant numeric variables) and the potential dimension (ranked nominal variables). This set of information is given to the binary tree to depict more detailed information about the underlying data in a cluster as shown in Figure 5. It leads to the next step which concentrates on the automatic generation of multidimensional schema.

### Table 5: Information summary of values present in top dimension (Make) of Cluster C111

The only exception is in the C12 cluster in which the compression ratio (comp-ratio) and price variables are significant. This information can play a vital role in the knowledge extraction process. For instance, an analyst interested in looking at the variation of price of the automobiles will focus mainly on cluster C12. On the other hand, symboling value, which represents the safety measure of the car, can be looked at a number of clusters to see its variation. Similarly, in German credit data, the analyst can easily extract the information from a subset of the tree \( \{C2, C21, C22, C211 & C212\} \) that Amount and Age are the two dominant variables. This means that by concentrating on this sub-tree the analyst can find interesting correlation between the two variables namely Amount and Age.

The third dataset yields the most interesting set of variables from all the clusters. Final Weight (Final-vgt) is the weight assigned to people taking into account the (age, sex and race) variables. This assigned weight is leading in all clusters. However, there are a few obvious distinctions in cluster C22 and C12. These clusters can be of focus if (hours per week or Age) variable related data needs to be explored. Up to this point, our methodology targeted only numeric variables but in real world datasets there are a number of highly cardinal nominal variables exist. Mix of numeric and nominal variables require efficient analysis in order to discover knowledge from these complex real-world datasets with mixed variables. The prevalent mining technique used for the efficient analysis of mixed data is Clustering. A number of authors (Li and Biswas, 2002, Ahmad and Dey, 2007) have adopted this technique and a variety of algorithms are proposed to tackle the mixed data analysis problem. Hierarchical Clustering, in particular, has shown good results in this area. We also have adopted hierarchical clustering technique for efficient analysis of numeric data. However, we use the visualization technique along with our own information processing method (details given in step 3; section 4). We extract the nominal data from each of the clusters in the tree and apply the visualization technique (DQC) on the nominal variables. After, identifying the groupings in each nominal variable we proceed to construct the rich information tables for the dimension in a cluster. Table 5, shows the information table data produced for the top dimension of Automobile dataset. Similarly, the dimensional change value is calculated for the given cluster with respect to its neighbouring clusters to provide detailed information about the nominal variables and the distribution among a specific region in the hierarchical tree. Up to this step, the proposed methodology has identified and ranked the possible measures (significant numeric variables) and the potential dimension (ranked nominal variables). This set of information is given to the binary tree to depict more detailed information about the underlying data in a cluster as shown in Figure 5. It leads to the next step which concentrates on the automatic generation of multidimensional schema.

### Table 6: Information of dimensions and measures for cluster C1, C11 and C12 for each dataset

After the application of Algorithm 3, we generated the schema for each of three clusters in each dataset used in our case studies. Table 6 shows the potential dimensions and significant measures used for generating the STAR schema for three clusters from each dataset representing the parent-child relationship.
The automatic schema generation method gives two advantages for targeted knowledge discovery by reducing the number of dimension present in a data cluster and providing the significant measures present in a cluster. Moreover, it gives an abstract level relationship between the most influential numeric and nominal variables. For instance, the C12 cluster of the Automobile dataset highlights a relationship between Make (model name) and Engine Type variables with the compression ratio (comp-ratio) and price of the automobile. Similarly, the Purpose of credit and credit history variables can be used to explore the credit amount and residential years from the credit cards data.

The Adult dataset suggests the prominent dimensions of country, education and occupation, with cluster C12 predicting a strong association between the hours per week (hrs-per-week) variable with prominent dimensions in this cluster. Data warehouse designers and knowledge workers can use this information as a starting point to explore further and extract hidden patterns from the data using OLAP functions. To perform the OLAP functions, we constructed data cubes for each cluster based on the identified dimensions and measures. With minimum number of dimensions and measures, our methodology limits the large number of views to be materialized and also provides narrow search space for the rapid discovery of knowledge from the underlying data. In each step of the proposed methodology, we provide step-by-step guidance to the data warehouse designers and knowledge workers to find useful knowledge. The set of tools, techniques and integration methods assist in recognizing complex and large data sets. In this work, we intend to offset the individual weaknesses of existing knowledge discovery methods and techniques and integrate the strengths tightly in a logical way. The proposed work can be applied in many areas where knowledge workers deal with complex datasets and have very limited knowledge of the domain. Data warehouse designers rely heavily on the user requirements and domain experts for modelling the warehouse schema. Because user requirements are unpredictable and constantly change with time, a design based solely on such requirements is unstable and poor identified without the assistance of automated techniques.

It is apparent from the case studies that the proposed methodology helps in recognizing the predominant variables and finding their hidden relationships at every step. The identified patterns and relationship information has the potential to lead to the discovery of knowledge.

7 Comparison of Proposed Automated Analysis with Manual Analysis

In this section we give a general discussion on the proposed system and compare it with the traditional method of manual data analysis. It is important to clarify that the proposed integrated system doesn’t solve a classical data mining or data analysis problem so there is no point to show that the system is able to complete a mining or analysis task on some standard dataset. Moreover, we emphasize that our proposed methodology is suitable in cases where very limited domain knowledge exist and analysts depend on the systems to guide him/her in discovering knowledge. In our proposed work, we start the automated analysis by performing hierarchical clustering. It is assumed that data miners have a good idea of the important variables on basis of which clustering should be performed and later they interpret the clustering results. Also, based on their domain knowledge they extract the number of clusters which seem to be adequate for analysis. In high dimensional data, it is difficult for the human analyst to come up with important dimensions on the basis of which clustering is performed. Moreover, it is not feasible to rely heavily on limited domain knowledge to decide the number of clusters adequate for discovering knowledge.

In our work we automate this process by taking all the numeric variables into account for clustering and later perform statistical analysis to highlight the important variables in each cluster. Furthermore, we help in identifying the number of clusters to be taken for analysis by automatically calculating the cut-off point in the hierarchy. Likewise, we automate the manual way of identifying and by visualizing nominal variables in each cluster via multi-dimensional scaling technique. Additionally, we provide a generic way to assign nominal values in various groups which are near to impossible for the human analyst to visualize and create manually. These data guided numeric and nominal variables and their groupings information assist the human data warehouse designers to use this information to design a multi-dimensional schema for analytical analysis.

Without the presence of this automated system, data warehouse designers have to rely heavily on domain knowledge to manually model dimensions and dimensional hierarchies. Moreover, the manually modelled schema is unable to highlight the natural grouping of values which are interesting and worth exploring using OLAP tool. For instance, Country could be taken as a dimension by human data warehouse designer and one meaningful way of grouping countries is to assign countries based on their regions such as Asia, Europe, and Africa. However, the automated way proposed in this paper, Country dimension can form natural groups and these groups show the semantic relationships. For example, in an automated way of grouping Australia, Mexico and Spain could be together to highlight strong relations (i.e. almost same GDP) in underlying data. This interesting information is not obvious in manually modelled schema and will take unnecessary time to discover it manual inspection of OLAP cubes.

We believe that the proposed system facilitates a broad range of users (data warehouse designers, data miners, analysts) as different users have diverse analytical needs. For instance, a data miner may be interested in finding natural grouping (clusters) of data whereas the warehouse designer is more interested in finding important dimensions and measures in order to design a multi-dimensional scheme and may not be interested in knowing the natural clusters that exist in the data. It shows that certain information which appears to be
knowledge for one type of user may not appear the same for the other. It is near to impossible to discover knowledge without the automated aid provided by integrating the strengths of data mining and warehousing technologies. However, we do not challenge the existing manual usage of integrated techniques and emphasize that our proposal should be taken as a complementary method to assist knowledge discovery.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a generic methodology for the seamless integration of data mining and data warehousing with flexibility and efficiency objectives in consideration. In particular, we employed hierarchical clustering and multidimensional scaling technique for better understanding and efficient analysis of datasets. Moreover, the generic methods are provided to use the clustering results for the automatic generation of binary tree, which provides rich information of data variables at different levels of data abstraction. This rich information not only helps users to identify clusters of interest, but also highlights the semantic relationships and associations between the numeric and nominal variables within a cluster. These clusters and their data association information guide the human data warehouse developers to select the best possible set of dimensions and measures for the multidimensional model construction. We also propose an automated method for the generation of multidimensional schema to construct compact and informative data cubes. The case studies performed on real world datasets validated our proposal and elaborated its significance at various stages of knowledge discovery process. Results show that a hybrid solution complemented by automated methods seamlessly enhances the knowledge discovery process. In the end, we discussed the applicability of the proposed methodology in those domains where the data warehouse designers need automated assistance to design the schema and knowledge workers need data drive assistance and flexibility to explore complex dataset to find knowledge.

The future work is mainly focused on overcoming the existing limitations of the methodology. For instance, we intend to use more statistical functions such as entropy and information gain to rank dimensions and measures in the data cube. In addition to this, we are in a process of applying association rule mining on our generated schema to produce association rules and compare them with rules produced without schema (flat-file).
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